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Fairness in Recommender Systems



Fairness in Recommender Systems

Tutorial from: https://fairness-tutorial.github.io/





Fairness in RS, further reading

 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11257-020-09285-1

 https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3383313.3411545

 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306457321001503

 https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.06708

 https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3450614.3461685

 https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.05255

 https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3184558.3186949

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11257-020-09285-1
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3383313.3411545
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306457321001503
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.06708
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3450614.3461685
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.05255
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3184558.3186949


Group Recommender Systems



Group RS

 Two main classes of approaches:

 Item-wise (utility of each item is evaluated independently from all 

others)

 List-wise (utility is evaluated for the whole list)

 In most cases, the list is constructed incrementally

 You can focus on ranking-aware fairness, i.e., each head of the list of 

recommendations should be as fair as possible



Fairness in Group Recommendation

Xiao, Lin, et al. "Fairness-aware group recommendation with pareto-efficiency."  Recsys’17

• Group Recommendation: recommend items to groups of users whose preferences can 

be different from each other.

• Fairness Concerns: maximize the satisfaction of each group member while minimizing 

the unfairness (the imbalance of user utilities inside the group) between them.

• Why not just aggregate individual preferences of users?

• Possible unfairness for individuals with minority opinion



Item-based Group RS

https://pro.unibz.it/projects/schoolrecsys17/JudithMasthoff.pdf



Fairness in Group Recommendation
• Item-based group RS

• Faster

• Still high chance of unfairness

Xiao, Lin, et al. "Fairness-aware group recommendation with pareto-efficiency."  Recsys’17



Fairness in Group Recommendation
• Method:

– The Social Welfare (𝑆𝑊(𝑔, 𝐼)): overall utility of all users inside the group 𝑔 given a

group recommendation I.

– The Fairness (𝐹(𝑔, 𝐼)): a function of  𝑈(𝑢, 𝐼),∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑔,∀𝐼.

– Multi-Objective Optimization:

• Experiment Results: The results indicate that considering fairness can improve the

quality of group recommendation.

Xiao, Lin, et al. "Fairness-aware group recommendation with pareto-efficiency."  Recsys’17



Fairness in Group Recommendation

Possible issues:
- Fairness metrics does not consider ranking
- User’s attention is unevenly distributed



Fairness in Group Recommendation

Possible issues:
- Ranking aware fairness

- Nice feature: optimizing just one metric 
comprising both utility and fairness

- Greedy construction algorithm GFAR

https://slideslive.com/38934807/ensuring-fairness-in-group-recommendations-by-ranksensitive-balancing-of-
relevance?ref=speaker-41949
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3383313.3412232

https://slideslive.com/38934807/ensuring-fairness-in-group-recommendations-by-ranksensitive-balancing-of-relevance?ref=speaker-41949
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3383313.3412232


Fairness in Group Recommendation

Finding one item per 
user is sufficient

Drastic decrease of
relevance w.r.t. order of

items



Fairness in Group Recommendation



Fairness in Group Recommendation



Biases in RS



Fairness in evaluation

 Popularity bias (more popular => much more attention)

 Biased historical data (missing not at random) => (unbiased) learning algorithm => biased 

recommendations

 => biased off-line evaluation (same bias vector => better results)

 => discrepancy between off-line and on-line evaluation

 How to evaluate methods fairly?



Fairness in evaluation

 Inverse propensity score

 Weight results by the inverse to the propensity score 

 (probability of being noticed by the user)

 Definitions may vary on available information

 Based on general item’s popularity

 Based on recommended positions

 Based on user’s actions within the page



De-biasing Off-line Evaluation
 https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3240323.3240355

nDCG, AUC, MAP,...

Propensity score

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3240323.3240355


De-biasing Off-line Evaluation
 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10844-021-00651-y

 Alternative: sampling from test data to de-bias them

 Based on missing-at-random (MAR) vs. Missing-not-at-random (MNAR)

 Sample from MNAR data to better resemble MAR

 Variants:

 You have some subsample that is MAR (random recommendations, forced rating), sample from 

MNAR so that posterior probability is similar to MAR. Finding weight w for each user-item pair

 You do not have MAR subsample: assume uniform posterior probability

 Possible disadvantage: not enough data due to sampling 

 Sample with repetition

 Possible disadvantage: not enough data from all segments

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10844-021-00651-y


Biases in metrics

 GFAR vs. FuzzDA – Group RS:

 What to evaluate for group RS?

 Decoupled evaluation depends on estimated
ratings (their absolute differences)

 Lower values / higher score differences favor „best-
per-user“ algos.

 Higher values /smaller differences may favor 
algorithms seeking items best in average

 Scale [0:10] 

 ෞ𝑟𝑢,𝑖1 = [4, 7, 3, 4, 6] vs. 
ෞ𝑟𝑢,𝑖2 = [9, 1, 0, 2, 9]

 ෞ𝑐𝑢,𝑖1 = [100, 20, 150, 100, 40] vs. 
ෞ𝑐𝑢,𝑖2 = [1, 600, 1000, 500, 5]

 Which one is better?

 Average estimated relevance vs. Borda count



Biases in metrics

 How to evaluate multiple metrics?

 Recap: diversity, novelty, popularity bias, relevance
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Biases in metrics

 How to evaluate multiple metrics?

 Is it good to trade 0.1 increase in diversity for 0.05 decrease in nDCG?

 What about methods ranking?

 But this is affected by the selection of evaluated cases

 Pareto optimality

 Hard to find in reality

 Probabilistic approach: for randomly selected aggregated utility from the set of 

plausible ones, what is the chance that A1 is better than A2 (idea from 

https://dsachar.github.io/publication/2019-sac-sac/2019-sac-sac.pdf )

 Then again, how the plausible set of utilities looks like?

https://dsachar.github.io/publication/2019-sac-sac/2019-sac-sac.pdf


Long vs. short-term evaluation

 Exploration vs. Exploitation tradeoff

 Purely exploitational RS: high target values in short-term, but possibly low

target values in long-term

 Problematic evaluation

 No exploration in the train data => no way to learn it => no exploration in the

test data => Penalization of exploration-oriented RS



Long vs. short-term evaluation

 Values of User Exploration in Recommender Systems
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3460231.3474236

 Reinforcement learning based RS (learning through rewards given for each recommendation)

 Reward shaping / Intrinsic motivation (improved reward for relevant items from previously unknown interest clusters)

 Promotes serendipity

 How to transfer this for

different algorithms?

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3460231.3474236

